





















Rastas… believed… that… they… were… the… people…
of… Israel… and… they…needed… to…be… saved.…They…
insisted…on…the…need…for…a…spiritual…and…physical…










music,…made… its… presence…known… throughout…













































































and… local…phenomenon.…On… the…other…hand,… as…
Nakamura…points… out,… Shimazono’s…discussion…
is… limited… to…analyzing… the…process…of… the…rise…
of… New… Spirituality… (Nakamura… 21).… In… this…
article,… I… try… to…describe… the…characteristics…of…
the…adoption…of…Rastafari… among… Japanese…by…
positioning…Rastafari… in… the…context…of… Japan’s…
New…Spirituality.

















seem…to… form…a…new…sect…or…group.…This… is… the…












the… cases… of… eleven…men…and… two…women,… all…
aged…between…20…and…70,…who…recounted…their…
history.… Interviews…were… conducted…at…music…
events,… restaurants… and… the…homes…of… survey…
participants… in…Ibaraki,…Tokyo,… Ishikawa,…Fukui,…
Shizuoka,… Aichi,… Kyoto,… Osaka,… Hyogo,… Nara…
and…Yamaguchi…prefectures.… I… also… conducted…
supplementary…surveys…using…email…and…social…
networking…services.…




the… realization… that… the… characteristics… of… the…
Japanese…Rastas…could…be…distinguished…to…some…




















This… section… outlines…Rastafari… in… Japan.… In…
Japan,… awareness… of… and… information… about…
Rastafari… is…generally… introduced…through…roots…

















Figure… 1.… Poster… for… 25th… annual…










They… are… each… linked… to… a… transnational…
Rastafari…network.…The…network…extends…beyond…












ple…studied… in… this…article,… 11…have… traveled… to…
Jamaica.…However,… even… those…who…had…never…





A M 60s first
B M 60s first
C F 40s second
D M 40s second
E F 30s third
F M 20s third
G M 40s first
H M 30s second
J M 20s third
K M 30s first
L M 30s second
M M 40s first
N F 40s second
4-1.Firstperiod
During… the… first… period,… as… Sterling… noted,…










event… in…Japan… that… led… to… increased…attention…
















was… shared… through… Matsuri,… a… festival… of…






other.…The…book…Lion’s Song: Message through 
Bob Marley…(Bamboo…Books…1989),…written…by…
some…of… the…artists…and…promoters…who…helped…




in…modern…Japan.…The…book… is… full… of… self-help…
messages…and…critiques…of…civilized…society.… In…
1991,…Keita,… a… Japanese…who…visited…Bagga… in…
1986,…published…Syncro Vibes,…a…book…introducing…







and… publishing… a… fanzine.… He… now… lives… in…
Hokkaido.…His… interest… in…Rastafari…began…when…
he…attended…a…memorial…event…at…Hibiya…Public…























survive… this… reality.…About… two…years… later,… in…
1983,…he…and…his…wife… opened…a… reggae… shops…
in…Harajuku…district…of…Tokyo…named…“Trench…
Town,”… after… a… town…where…Marley… spent…his…
youth.…When…A…went…to…Jamaica…to…buy…goods,…
he…also…went…to…Tuff…Gong…Studio,…which…Marley…













through…his… friends,…he…was…deeply… involved… in…
Ainu…culture.…Since…his…adolescence,…he…has…been…
searching… for… “the…way… to…God,”… and… reading…






























Four…male… informants…and…one… female… infor-
mant… joined…Rastafari… in… this… period.… In… this…
period,…the…roots…reggae…boom…ended…and…interest…
in…Rastafari…declined.… Instead,…dancehall,…whose…
ethos… is…more… individualistic… and…materialistic,…






Of… the… other… 15%… of… Japanese…who… visited…
Jamaica,… some…were… attracted… to… reggae… and…
dancehall.…Many…of… them…were… in… their… teens…
and…20s,… and…some…of… them…stayed… in… Jamaica…
for… long…extended…periods…and…began… to… learn…





















gious…movement.…In…1998, The Patwa Handbook: 
The Jamaican Language,…by…a…Jamaican…woman…
living… in… Japan,…was…published;… it…was… sold… in…
many…record…shops…and…reggae…shops.
The… following…are…the…cases…of…one…male…and…











region.… Later,… she… became… attracted… to… funk…
music,…Africa…and… the…Caribbean.… It…was… then…
that…she…learned…about…the…early…days…of…dance-







































store… that… sells… fashion… items…related… to…black…
culture…and…holds…musical…events.…He… loved…the…















completely…different… life… from…himself,… such…as…








that… Rastaman… always… treated… him… kindly.…
Relaxing…with…them…allowed…him…to…ask…himself…
many…questions.…He… regards…his… long… stay… in…
Jamaica…as…having…been…very…meaningful… in…his…
life.
At… that… time… in… Jamaica,… the…David…House…


















EABIC…Rasta,… and…original… items.…He… felt… that…
















reggae… players… have… also… become…prominent…

























A… Japanese… translation… of…The First Rasta: 












trainer,… rehabilitation… trainer,… and…vocational…
school…instructor.…She…has…been…involved…in…music…
as… a…musician… and… organizer… of… events… since…
around…2010.…Because… she…has…a… sister…with…a…
disability,… she…has… “the…habit…of… looking…at… the…
world…not…from…the…perspective…of…healthy…people…
but… from…the…side…of… those…who…are…difficult… to…

















that… she… cannot…understand.…Because… of… that…
background,…she…said,…“I…am…living…as…a…Rasta…by…
chance.”






















































of… the…priests…allowed…him…to…wind… the… turban…
on…condition…that…he…should… learn…certain…parts…
of…the…Bible…by…heart.…He…received…a…red…turban.…








returning… to…Japan,…he…still… follows… the…EABIC…
















Rastafari… in… Japan.…This… section…discusses… the…
Rastafari… interpretations…and…practices… of… the…












Among… these… informants,… interest… in…nature…
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itself… is… tied…to…a…penchant… for…natural…clothing…
and…natural…daily…necessities…such…as…household…
detergents.…For… example,… they…are… interested…




“Living… naturally”… is… related… to… health… and…
























I… interviewed…had…experience… in…agriculture.… In…
particular,… interest… in…organic…agriculture…and…
natural… farming… is…high.…A…book…by…Masanobu…




































Bible… itself…by…Bagga,…who…was… familiar… to… the…
people…mentioned… in…the…first…period,…may…have…
helped…enable…the…Japanese…to…accept…Rastafari…















B…and…D,… introduced… in… the…previous…section,…







































people”… and… “I… can’t…believe… in… the…divinity…of…
Selassie…because…I’ve…never…met…him.”
5-3.Importanceofappearance


























I…understand… it,… their…motivation… for…growing…
dreadlocks…was… often… to… identify… themselves…



























reluctant… to…make… dreadlocks… artificially,… by…
perming…their…hair.
In…general,…the… length…of…dreadlocks… indicates…












stand…what… it…means… to… live…as…a…Rasta…unless…
they…grow…dreadlocks.…Some…Rastas…think…grow-








look.…She…said,… “I… realized… that… I… could…neither…
escape…nor…hide…if…I…changed…my…appearance…to…







































authenticity… in…Rastafari… in…Jamaica,… interest… in…
the… counterculture… and…New…Spirituality… has…
declined.…Nevertheless,…E’s…parents’…experience…
of…Matsuri…and…F’s…visit…to…Keita…indicate…that…one…
of… the…Rastafari…catchments… in…Japan… is,… to… this…
day,…the…counterculture…scene.










Even… if… this…worship…were… to…be…expressed,… it…
would…be…necessary…to…dislocate…Rastafari’s…core…
by…relativizing…the… focus…on…the…black…diaspora,…
on… the… assumption… that… all… religions… had… the…
same…roots.…However,…they…also… insist…that…they…
are…Rastas.…The… inclusion…of…macrobiotics…and…





the… transnational… Rastafari… network…without…
professing… their… faith… in…Selassie…by…adapting…
their…external…appearances,…such…as…by…growing…
dreadlocks.





thought… to… be… indigenous… to… Japan.… The…
African-diaspora…Rastas…who…moved… to… Japan…
also…began…share…their…resources.…This…fact…shows…





Love”…because…participants… shared… a… sense…







Kurosawa… Highland,… Nagano… in… 2000,… and…
Asagiri…Highland,…Shizuoka…in…2012.
2… Vegans…are…also…vegetarians…but…keep…a…more…







explained… to… the… teacher… that… his… son…was…



















2013: Post 3.11,… International… Institute… for…
Religious…Studies,…2013,…pp.78-112.
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